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• FORK
• ObjectRank-based keyword search over Linked Data (LD)
• Relevance feedback-based authority transfer weights learning

• Experiments
• Ensure weights are learnt properly.
• Best-learnt ObjectRank achieves the best accuracy.
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ObjectRank [4]
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niques. Based on relevance judgements from users for results, the algorithm
makes the authority transfer weights closer to the users’ expectations.

2 ObjectRank: Preliminary

ObjectRank [4] requires two graph data, namely, authority transfer schema graph
(or schema graph) and authority transfer data graph (or data graph). In the Ob-
jectRank setting, a dataset contains set C of data types (or classes) of objects.
Schema graph models relationships between classes. On schema graph, the ver-
tices represent classes, the edges represent directed relationships between classes,
and each edge is weighted for transferring authority from source to destination.

A data graph is derived from the schema graph by mapping weights onto
graphs consisting of objects of classes and relationships between objects. For an
edge e which source vertex src 2 Oc (where Ox denotes a set of objects of class
x) belongs to class c and destination vertex dst 2 Od belongs to class d, the
weight wsrc,dst of edge (src, dst) is calculated as follows:

wsrc,dst =
WS((c, d))

outdeg(src, d)
(1)

where WS((c, d)) returns the weight of an edge between classes c and d in schema
graph, and outdeg(src, d) function returns the number of outgoing edges from
src and destination vertices of the edges are of class d.

From a data graph, authority scores of objects are calculated as analogous to
PageRank. In ObjectRank, two sorts of authorities (i.e., global ObjectRank and
query-specific ObjectRank) are computed in order to evaluate both topological
authorities and query-centric authorities.

r(t+1)
g = dAr(t)g +

1� d

|O| e (2) r(t+1)
q = dAr(t)q +

1� d

|S(q)|s (3)

Global ObjectRank is iteratively calculated as Eq. 2, where r(t)g is an authority
vector of objects in t-th iteration, A is a |O|⇥ |O| adjacency matrix composing of
weights between objects in data graph, d is a dumping factor balancing authority
transitivity in the graph and random-jump, and e is a vector of all 1 with length
|O|. Query-specific ObjectRank is iteratively calculated as Eq. 3, where r(t)q is an
authority vector of objects in t-th iteration, S(q) is a set of vertices which meet
with query q, and s is a vector of 1 for vertices matching with q, 0 otherwise.

Overall ObjectRank score r for given query q is weighted combination of the
global and query-specific authorities. The combination is formulated as Eq. 4
where u is an adjustable parameter of effects of query-specific authorities, and �
represents Hadamard product (or element-wise multiplication).

r = rg � (rq)u (4)

Formally, in consequence, ObjectRank computation is defined as Definition 1.
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Global ObjectRank
(Precomputed)

Query-specific ObjectRank
(Compute when query comes)
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Overall ObjectRank scores for given query q
(u is weighing parameter)

Input:    relevance judgements on 
(top-k) search results

Output: modified edge weights on 
schema graph

Evaluation

Dataset
• Data: DBpedia 3.9
• Entity search benchmark [6]
Measurement: Precision@10

(a) FORK improves ranking. 
(b) Best-learnt ObjectRank is the best.

(a) (b)

[6] Balog, K., Neumayer, R.: A Test Collection for Entity Search in DBpedia. In: SIGIR 2013.
pp. 737–740 (2013) 
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